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confident when getting
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the main windows are
very easy to understand.
The program also has a
keylogger that is located

in the bottom right
corner. You can also

access all of the
functions of the program

on the keyboard. The
program also has a

unique feature called the
Restore Wizard that

helps you recover your
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lost files. You do not
have to have any special

computer skills to use
this software. The

software also has a
special instant recovery
function that will recover

your files and folders
when you are about to

lose them. The program
recovers data from all

types of files, whether it
is a picture, an audio file,
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a video, or a text
document. Now, let’s

take a look at the
screenshots Additional
Features Access data

after a disk crash
Recover files from

partition or drive Full-
function recovery from
hard drive format Full
scan Unmatched file

preview Easy to
understand interface
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